FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 13:
SONGS OF THE TIBETAN PLATEAU
1

Zhu Sang Sang (Tibetan folk song) 珠桑桑 - 4:10

2

Golden Hometown 金色的故乡 - 3:36

3

Beautiful Flowers on the Grassland 邦金美朵 - 3:01

4

A Folk Song of Changdu in Tibet 昌都民歌 - 3:38

5

Love Song 情歌 - 2:22

6

A Ke Ban Ma (traditional Tibetan song) 阿克班瑪 - 4:03

7

The Auspicious Mountain (folk song of Naqu) 吉祥山 - 2:47

8

Three Birds 三只鸟 - 3:00

9

Song of Toasting 1 祝酒歌 (一) - 2:55

10

Folk Song of Linzhi 林芝民歌 - 2:44

11

Song of Toasting 2 祝酒歌 (二) - 2:12

12

Song of Toasting: A Happy Gathering 祝酒歌-欢聚 - 3:18

13

Beautiful Songs (La Yi, Tibetan love song) 美好的歌声 - 1:09

14

Having the Destiny to be Together (La Yi, Tibetan love song) 有缘在一起 - 1:03

15

The Snowy Plateau Stands Closest to the Sun 离太阳最近的是雪域高原 - 2:09

16

A Traditional Tibetan Song 达吉纳彩突德尼 - 1:41

17

A Good Place 卓热亚布 - 2:10

18

Celebrating Harvest 扎西罗雅 - 1:58
TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 48:51 MIN.

SONGS OF THE TIBETAN PLATEAU

The Tibetan people mostly live in the Qing-Zang Plateau, which extends from Tibetan Autonomous Region to Qinghai, Gansu and Sichuan
provinces. This album was recorded in Tibet and Qinghai. The Tibetan area is divided into three regions: Weizang region, which is the
cultural and political center; Anduo region; and Kang region, each having its own dialect. The written Tibetan language was created in the 7th
century and is used in all three regions. “Bod” is the self-designated term used by the Tibetan people and without reaching consensus, it is
believed that they originated from the ancient Qiang peoples.
From the 7th century onwards, Tibetan Buddhism has been the major religion in this area and exerts an important influence on the folk music
of the Tibetan peoples. Another prominent religion in this area is Bon, also spelt as Bön. Its fundamental principles are to respect nature, to
heal the physical, environmental and any spiritual sufferings within. A follower of Bon is known as a Bobpo.
Musical Categories
The recordings on this album are from the Haixi Mongol and Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture and Yushu County in Qinghai Province, and the
Linzhi Prefecture in Tibet Autonomous Region. In common with the differing dialects, each geographical area also has its own musical style.
Traditional Tibetan music includes folk music, religious music and court music; this album mainly features folk music.
Tibetan folk music was separated by scholars into different categories such as folk songs, music and dance, narrative singing, operas and instrumental music. As an indispensable part of Tibetan culture, the Tibetan folk songs also have their own system of categorization. The category
“Xie” denotes music and dance, and “Lu” signifies singing only. Lu often uses free rhythm (the melody is decorative and sung in a high register),
and Xie is characterized by the neat rhythm and relatively plain melody. So, for example, even though the songs “Chang Lu” and “Chang Xie”
are both toasting songs, they still present different musical features according to the categorization. Tracks 9, 11 and 12 are all toasting songs.
In recent years Tibetan-style pop songs have become popular due to the commercialism and the rise of New Age music. They are often adaptions of traditional Tibetan folk songs; track 2 is an example.
The lyrics of Tibetan folk songs often employ metaphors to describe the theme and express feelings. Track 6 is a traditional tune from the
Anduo region, and the title “A Ke Ban Ma” is the name of the protagonist. In the lyrics, the songwriter portrays A Ke Ban Ma as a flying eagle
that brings honor to the sky and pride to the mountains. The protagonist is also described as a lovebird with golden feathers that brings happiness to the grasslands and lakes.
“La Yi” is another category of folk song, and features a style of love tunes that comes from the Anduo region. La means ‘mountain’ and
Yi means ‘songs’. Traditionally, in the wild, young men and women sing La Yi with improvised lyrics. The lyrics also often employ vivid
metaphors to express the singers’ feelings. Tracks 13 and 14 both belong to this La Yi style.

Instruments
The Tibetan people play more than thirty instruments including percussion, blown, bowed and plucked ones. The main instruments are the
three-stringed and bowed gen ka, the vertical bone flute (made from the leg bones of an eagle) and the tong qin, a three-meter copper horn
that is usually played in Tibetan Buddhist music. Tracks 17 and 18 are accompanied by another traditional Tibetan instrument named zha nian,
meaning ‘pleasant sound’. Zha nian is a six-stringed plucked lute without frets. The six strings are divided into three groups of two. The two
strings of each group are tuned to the same note to make the sound more vigorous. The zha nian is made in various sizes, with each one producing notes in different registers according to their size.
Musical Features
Tibetan folk songs may impress the audience with their frequent high notes and sonorous effects. The melodic contour often has a steep ‘up’
and a slow ‘down’. Two basic groups of skeleton notes often appear in Tibetan folk songs. Another prominent Tibetan musical feature is how
the embellishments surround the skeleton notes.
The musical features also reflect regional differences. Since Weizang region is the traditional political and cultural center of the Tibetan area, the
music there inherits more ancient tunes and maintains a refined style. The music from Weizang employs many heptatonic scales and complex
modulations. The Anduo region is mainly a pastoral area and cultivates a bold and vigorous musical style, primarily using pentatonic scales
and fewer modulations. The folk songs from the Kang region also depend on pentatonic scales most of the time, yet the style falls in between
Weizang and Anduo.
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1. Zhu Sang Sang (Tibetan folk song) 珠桑桑
Singer: Tsultrim
A jiāolóng (flood dragon) descends from the sky and brings rain to the earth. This is an auspicious symbol
of spring. We sing out loud and dance in jubilation, celebrating our beautiful and happy life.
2. Golden Hometown 金色的故乡
Singer: Tsering Dolkar
My dear golden hometown has sapphire mountains and emerald rivers, chirping birds and fragrant flowers.
It is also home to divine and beautiful temples. Everything lives in peaceful harmony.
3. Beautiful Flowers on the Grassland 邦金美朵
Singer: Lhundrup Wangto
The sun on the high mountain is gorgeous. Beautiful flowers are everywhere on the grassland. My dearest
friend is far away; only the flowers keep me company. Oh, beautiful flowers are everywhere on the grassland.
4. A Folk Song of Changdu in Tibet 昌都民歌
Singer: Tsering Dolkar
The vast grassland and its flowers are radiant with beauty in the summer. This is my beautiful hometown.
5. Love Song 情歌
Singers: Tsering Dolkar, Lhundrup Wangto
I have planted and watered the tree. Under the tree’s shadow lies a huge stone. I’m on this side of the hill
while you are on the other side. The next time we meet, our love will be in bloom.
6. A Ke Ban Ma (traditional Tibetan song) 阿克班瑪
Singer: Lhundrup Wangto
The white-chested soaring eagle is the pride of the blue sky, but it doesn’t descend on mountain rocks.
How lonely the rocks must be. The golden low-flying duck is the pleasure of the grass beach, but it doesn’t
land on the vast lake. How empty the lake must feel. The robust young man is the hope of the village, but he
doesn’t come home. How peers in the village must miss him.

7. The Auspicious Mountain (folk song of Naqu) 吉祥山
Singer: Tsering Dolkar
The red-glowing sun rises from the summit of the auspicious mountain. It is the eminent monk and living
Buddha rather than the sun. The bright and clear moon rises from the summit of the auspicious mountain.
It is the upright and virtuous official rather than the moon. Sparkling stars rise from the summit of the
auspicious mountain. They are caring parents rather than stars.
8. Three Birds 三只鸟
Singer: Lhundrup Wangto
Three birds are hovering in the sky. The leading bird is a beautiful and robust peacock, but its beauty is
overshadowed by Tibetan saints. The saints believe the peacock has golden feather-decorated urns.
The peacock is not as robust as the young men. The young men believe the peacock has golden
feather-decorated bows. Following the peacock is a nice-sounding cuckoo, but its voice is overshadowed by
girls. After getting married, the sweet-voiced girls think of the cuckoo in their minds.
9. Song of Toasting 1 祝酒歌 (一)
Singer: Tsultrim
With sweet and tasty wine, I wish you good health and longevity. The summer grassland and beautiful
flowers welcome you and wish you good health and longevity.
10. Folk Song of Linzhi 林芝民歌
Singer: Tsering Dolkar
On the golden grassland are a pair of golden locks. The person who can find the keys is my friend. Don’t
assume that girls in Linzhi don’t wear hats. They wear special local hats. Don’t assume that girls in Linzhi don’t
wear earrings. They wear diamond earrings. Look around, and you will see they wear diamond earrings.
11. Song of Toasting 2 祝酒歌 (二)
Singer: Tsultrim
I toast first to the three auspicious Buddhas. My second toast goes to my dear parents. The third toast is for
my beloved friends.

12. Song of Toasting: A Happy Gathering 祝酒歌-欢聚
Singers: Tsultrim, Lhundrup Wangto
We feel pleased to gather here. A drizzle falls quietly, and we are brimming with joy.
13. Beautiful Songs (La Yi, Tibetan love song) 美好的歌声
Singer: Drolma Tsering
I approach when I hear your songs. My looks are plain, but I can sing beautiful songs.
14. Having the Destiny to be Together (La Yi, Tibetan love song) 有缘在一起
Singer: Drolkar Tso
We both have a key. If we have the destiny to be together, we can unlock the golden case.
15. The Snowy Plateau Stands Closest to the Sun 离太阳最近的是雪域高原
Singer: Namgyal Dolma
The snowy hills and glaciers look like lions. I wish I could be born here if I had a second life.
16. A Traditional Tibetan Song 达吉纳彩突德尼
Singer: Zhou Mao
We should race horses when we can, as there is no audience in the afterlife. We should sing to make use of
our good voices, since no one will listen to us in the afterlife.
17. A Good Place (accompanied by Zha Nian) 卓热亚布
Singer: Ngawang Dorje
The high snowy mountain is a good place for singing and dancing. People as strong as the lion lead our folk
dance.
18. Celebrating Harvest (accompanied by Zha Nian) 扎西罗雅
Singer: Ngawang Dorje
We pray to all gods for good harvest everywhere.
Recording dates: August 2010 and June 2013.
Recording location: Haixi Mongol and Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai Province; Yushu County,
Yushu Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai Province; Linzhi Prefecture, Tibet Autonomous Region.

